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Chernobyl Doctors Vasil Pasichnyk and
Natalia Zenchenko to Visit Indiana September 5-13
Dr. Pasichnyk is a
pediatrician and his
wife Natalia is a neurologist who lived
through the Chernobyl nuclear accident
17 years ago and
have since dedicated
themselves to rehabilitating the children
of Ukraine. As the
news of the accident dims into the past,
the health consequences do not.
Their purpose to visit us is to become better acquainted with doctors, religious organizations, business people and others
concerned about the state of children’s
health after the Chernobyl catastrophe.
Dr. “P,” as his non-Ukrainian friends call
him, previously visited Indiana in 1999
and also visited the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota , St. Jude’s Children’s
Hospital in Memphis as well as other rehabilitation centers.
On April 26, 1986, the day of the Cherno-
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Would you like to subscribe to
LifeLines? We will gladly send you a
free newsletter showing all the various
projects that LifeNets manages. To
subscribe email us
newsletter@lifenets.org or write us at
the above address.
Donation to LifeNets are taxdeductible in the United States.

What is Still Needed?
With doctors salaries at $60 a month and children's rehabilitation and care costing a mere
$80 a month, we get a lot for our charitable
dollars.

“Revival” Center for the Medical/Vocational
Rehabilitation of Disabled Children
At LifeNets we have been closely involved with the “Revival” Center since
our first visit in April 1996, just a few months before the June opening. Dr.
Pasichnyk and fellow doctors have created the Center to operate as a nongovernment, non-profit charitable agency. It started with 30 children brought
in monthly for rehabilitation. It has now expanded to serve 150-60 children
who are brought in for treatment monthly. The diseases that are treated at the
Center:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organic injuries of the central nervous system
Pre and peritoneal injuries
Cerebral palsy
Paralysis, paresis and hyperkinesias of other origins
Speech defect and light forms of intellectual disability
Epilepsy
Illnesses of periphery nervous system (consequences of traumas
and neuroinfections)
Congenital nervous-muscular illnesses
Vegetative-vascular and vegetative-somatic syndromes origins
Orthopedic illnesses that don’t require operations

Even at $80 a month, many families cannot
afford the monthly course of treatment for their
children. The Center has just started receiving
some aid from the government, but in large part, it
has remained open
through people working
with organizations like
LifeNets who keep this
Center going with money
and material help.
In November LifeNets
will send its fifth container. This one will be
with 20 tons of much
Volunteer Beverly Kubik needed medical equiphelping load our last
ment and supplies and
container to Chernobyl
be sent from Peine Enfrom Wisconsin that had
gineering in Indianapolots of beds and therapy
lis who have graciously
equipment.
given us warehouse
space to stage the container collection.
There is a long waiting list for children who
would like treatment and that can soon be possible with a projected 12,000 square foot expansion to the current facility. LifeNets is committed to continue helping as it has through the
years. Want extra value for your donation?
Here is where you can make a big difference
for very little.

Pasichnyk (con’t)
With doctors of like mind, he formed a
program for preventing and treating
children’s disabilities He decided to
create a children’s rehabilitation center.
Dr. Pasichnyk’s wife Natalia
Zenchenko was also one of the original planners of this new children’s
rehabilitation center. She is a children’s neurologist and at that time was
the head children’s neurologist of
Chernihev. She is currently the vice
director of the Center, but she is also
the head of the medical service at the
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children’s Polyclinic No. 2 in Chernihev.
In the summer after the Chernobyl
catastrophe she worked with a group
of doctors in the Ukrainian Ministry of
Health. Together with physicists and
nuclear scientists she researched the
radiation of children by radioactive
iodine. Those who had high does of
radiation were sent to children’s hospitals and clinics. After this assignment she actively organized programs
for improving children's health.
.
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